
HUMILITY and PREDUJICE – Part 3. 
 

 Morality comes into the life of an individual as a result of being able to act in 

Love from within and from the heart, accepting Responsibility for his actions because 

then the cosmic laws are a natural part of his life and being.  

 If a human being acts only from the ego position, he does not accept 

Responsibility for his actions and because he acts out of fear, he cannot act in 

accordance with moral principles and that is why he does not accept his Responsibility 

for his actions., he has no CONSCIENCE and then, he creates an enormous amount of 

pain.  

 And this is what fear uses to support itself. 

 And you have here another closed circle. 

 In this circle, if you can move up the spiral, then moral principles are part of you and part of 

your society  and  if you move on it downwards, then as individuals but even as a society, you have 

no conscience and these moral principles are not part of you because you do not live your lives with 

LOVE as such.  

 You do not know the Cosmic Laws of LOVE and you act against them in your lives. 

 Then greed, mammon, fight for power, envy, and indifference will gradually dominate the 

whole society but despite this all, you cannot accept your Responsibility for your action.  

 But these energies that you create consciously or subconsciously are part of your 

energy and act in your lives however by not accepting the Responsibility  you are 

placing yourself in the position and role of VICTIMS and you cannot accept  that only 

YOU are responsible for everything that you experience for it is a consequence of the 

energies that YOU create as human beings.  

 And this happens not only in small or in your private lives but also in large, in global 

relationships with Mother Earth.  

 And as you experience from your own perspective the catastrophes in your private life, you 

also experience them in that global expression in society. 

 Where energies connect and concentrate and where individuals meet, there comes disaster, 

from your perspective, in large.  

 But from an energy point of view, the only thing that happens is that the energies met at one 

point and at one place and so they multiplied.  

 This is done in accordance with the Cosmic Law of Attraction which says that similar 

attracts similar and that is why the number of misfortunes on Mother Earth is increasing.   

 And since what you create, you strengthen it, realize that if you create LOVE in your life, 

you strengthen LOVE but if you create hatred, you strengthen hatred, if you create anger, you 

strengthen anger, if you create greed, you strengthen greed. 

 If more human beings meet with the same energy they generate, this energy will multiply.  

 Be aware that there is no direct ratio but energy will grow exponentially and as a result of 

negative energy there will be a situation that inevitably multiplies that pain in the human heart.  

 This is because you do what you do to strengthen it.  



 That is why it is extremely important that you accept FORGIVENESS as a 

GIFT OF LOVE that comes to you to transform these negative energies into 

LOVE.  

 This will happen if you realize and accept the Responsibility that the 

energies that are part of your life have been created by YOURSELF.  

 It is the COMPASSIONATE energy that will then enable and help you to 

FORGIVE all of this.  

 First of all, you need to FORGIVE yourself, for YOU have created within 

yourself the negative energies of anger, non-acceptance and hatred.  

 And this is a closed circle. 

 

 Since that horse symbolically represents your FREEDOM there is no need for you to hold 

any reins in your hands to control that horse.  

 It is your FREEDOM.  

 It is your integral part of you. 
 So anytime you can take it back and you don't need to control it with any reins.  

 These reins represent energetically all the imaginary tools of POWER that take away that 

FREEDOM and you create them in relation to yourself and others.  

 And it is a false idea and illusion that you have created them by yourself. 

 And that whip is your own UNFORGIVENESS  because you have taken away your 

FREEDOM. 

 And since you think you have to take control of everything and keep it all in your hands, the 

whip will take away your ability of FORGIVENESS.  

 Only when you can accept the Knowledge that fear has created those false 

illusions in order to take your FREEDOM through that illusion and when you 

realize that you do not need any of it, only then you will break that PREJUDICE 

of fear precisely by acting in a completely different way than the fear has created 

through that prejudice and then you return yourself your FREEDOM.  

 As human beings, you repeatedly show and mirror through many lives that if you cannot 

FORGIVE another human being's actions, you will be afraid that he will hurt you by doing so.  

 And precisely because you create this fear in yourself, he really will hurt you.  

 But so far you have not consciously realized that you are creating it in yourself with your 

fear.  

 So you supported this energy of fear in yourself and through this fear, you also supported the 

energies of the other human being that he created in relation to you whether it was his anger, hatred, 

envy, meanness, vengeance, jealousy, lust, grudge or greed.  

 You have also failed to realize your role in this energy generation process.  

 Most of the time you saw and perceived it only through the other side of the other human 

being and so you saw only his share of the responsibility for the energies that he created in relation 

to you.  

 But you could not realize that only YOU, with your own fear, you supported and multiplied 

the energies that the other human being was generating towards you.  



 This is the essence of the Knowledge that is expressed in the sentence: ,,If 

someone throws a stone at you, throw a loaf of bread to him,, because BREAD is that 

LOVE within you that when you accept and act based on it, you stop acting out of fear 

and stop supporting the negative energies of the stone that was thrown into you.  

 And it is the LOVE of that bread that is, of that COMPASSION, HUMILITY 

and PEACE that will stop the stone. In other words, you will stop multiplying and 

reinforcing the negative energies that the other human being has created against you 

thereby stopping the fight.  

 That fight will dissolve in the LOVE of your 

COMPASSION, HUMILITY and PEACE. 
 There are very few human beings on Mother Earth who today understand the essence of this 

Knowledge and not only understand it but also practice it in their lives.  

 This Knowledge is what I repeatedly explain to you and what I teach you to 

practice in your lives. Its meaning is that even despite all the misunderstandings and 

wrongdoings that happen in your life, you do not become a victim but still act in 

LOVE, you will become the creator of your life.  

 Everything on Mother Earth is in synergy and since the Universal Law of Action and 

Reaction applies, it is extremely important what for reactions a human being creates to any action 

towards another human being.  

 Since you are generating energy with your thoughts, it is extremely important to act in love 

and with love at the level of your thoughts.  

 And know that it is not enough that only the material level of your deeds is in LOVE but 

also the level of your thoughts, words and decisions, it is necessary that this will be in the energy of 

LOVE.  

 No energy you create will ever be lost i.e. you don't have to do anything, you just 

need to think and speak, therefore it is necessary that you take Responsibility not only 

for your real deeds but also for your thoughts, words and decisions, however, 

unfortunately, most human beings do not do so.  

 You think you can create anything in your thoughts toward other human beings but it's not 

true because the energy of your thoughts is part of you, it is written into your cells, it is part of your 

energy field.  

 If you create hatred in your thoughts towards the other human being but in your deeds, you 

try to make friends with her, then first and foremost, you are deceiving yourself.   

 But even though you are friendly to the other human being, she perceives the energy of 

hatred that you create in your thoughts and thus you only support the insincerity and falsity that 

grows throughout your society.  

 To change this, you need to be honest with yourself first of all.  

 You need to have in harmony the energies you create, that is, what you think, feel, speak, 

decide and act.  

 And this is your RESPONSIBILITY, each one of you.  

 If you do not have the harmony on this level of energies you create then the insincerity, 

deceit and falsehood will become part of your life.  

 And know, that you are not VICTIMS of the society but you have created it for yourself.  


